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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT

The attached package contains background information prepared by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for the panel members of the Advisory Committee. The FDA background
package often contains assessments and/or conclusions and recommendations written by
individual FDA reviewers. Such conclusions and recommendations do not necessarily represent
the final position of the individual reviewers, nor do they necessarily represent the final
position of the Review Division or Office. We have brought the assessment of the evidence of
effectiveness for 131I-omburtamab to this Advisory Committee in order to gain the Committee’s
insights and opinions, and the background package may not include all issues relevant to the
final regulatory recommendation and instead is intended to focus on issues identified by the
Agency for discussion by the Advisory Committee. The FDA will not issue a final determination
on the issues at hand until input from the Advisory Committee process has been considered
and all reviews have been finalized. The final determination may be affected by issues not
discussed at the Advisory Committee meeting.
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GLOSSARY
Include any acronyms or abbreviations used four or more times in the AC BD. Each instance of terms
appearing three or fewer times should be spelled out rather than abbreviated.
Acronyms and abbreviations should be spelled out at first use in the Executive Summary, main body (if
not spelled out in the Executive Summary), and Appendix (if not spelled out in the Executive Summary or
main body). The sample list below includes commonly used acronyms and may be used as a starting
point.
AC

Advisory Committee

BD

Briefing Document

BRF

Benefit-Risk Framework

CBER

Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research

CDER

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research

CDTL

Cross-Discipline Team Leader

CGCCR

Central German Childhood Cancer Registry

CI

Confidence Interval

CNS

Central Nervous System

CSI

Craniospinal irradiation

DOR

Duration of Response

FDA

Food and Drug Administration

IA

integrated assessment

LM

Leptomeningeal

MSKCC

Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

ODAC

Oncologic Drugs Advisory Committee

ORR

Overall Response Rate

OS

Overall Survival

RANO

Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology

REMS

Risk evaluation and mitigation strategy

RPM

Regulatory Project Manager

SAP

Statistical Analysis Plan

SD

standard deviation
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/DRAFT POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
On March 31, 2022, Y-mAbs Therapeutics, Incorporated (Y-mAbs) submitted a Biologics License
Application (BLA) for 131I-omburtamab. The Applicant is seeking traditional approval for the following
indication:
•

For the treatment of central nervous system/leptomeningeal (CNS/LM) metastases in
pediatric patients with neuroblastoma following standard multimodality treatment for CNS
disease.

I-omburtamab is an iodine-131 radiolabeled murine monoclonal antibody that binds to the B7-H3
(also known as cluster of differentiation 276, CD276) antigen, which is expressed on the surface of
neuroblastoma tumor cells (Castriconi R 2004). 131I-omburtamab is administered as an intraventricular
infusion using an intracerebroventricular access device (e.g., an Ommaya reservoir). The proposed
dosage is based on patient age and consists of a total of two doses given four weeks apart.
131

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is convening the Oncologic Drugs Advisory Committee
(ODAC) to discuss concerns relating to the totality of evidence provided by the Applicant to support that
intraventricular administration of 131I-omburtamab following receipt of a multimodality treatment
regimen improves overall survival (OS) in pediatric patients with neuroblastoma with CNS/LM
metastases.
The primary efficacy data supporting this application are derived from a single-center investigatorinitiated single-arm trial, Study 03-133, entitled “Phase I Study of Intrathecal Radioimmunotherapy using
131
I-omburtamab for Central Nervous System/Leptomeningeal Neoplasms”. The trial was conducted at
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) and included pediatric patients with neuroblastoma
that relapsed in the central nervous system (CNS) or leptomeninges (CNS/LM). Patients with rapidly
worsening neurological status and obstructive or symptomatic communicating hydrocephalus were
ineligible.
The efficacy population consists of a subset of 94 pediatric patients ages 0.9 to 13 years with CNS/LM
relapsed neuroblastoma who received 131I-omburtamab as an intracerebroventricular infusion at a dose
of 25 mCi, 33.5 mCi, or 50 mCi based on age. Patients received up to 2 doses spaced 5 weeks apart, with
the second dose at the discretion of the treating physician in the absence of disease progression or
unacceptable toxicity. The first patient was enrolled in 2004, and the last patient enrolled in 2018. The
primary endpoint in Study 03-133 was overall survival (OS) at 3 years. OS was calculated from the date
of first diagnosis of CNS/LM relapse until death or the latest date the patient was confirmed to be alive.
Tumor responses were not systematically analyzed in this study. After CNS/LM relapse and prior to
receiving 131I-omburtamab, all patients received at least one type of CNS-directed therapy (surgery,
chemotherapy, and/or radiotherapy) and the majority of patients (76%) received all three treatment
modalities. The 3-year OS rate after CNS/LM relapse in the efficacy population of 94 patients was 54%
(95% Confidence Interval [CI]: 0.43, 0.64).
6

The OS results in Study 03-133 were compared with an external control constructed from data from the
Central German Childhood Cancer Registry (CGCCR), which includes clinical data from patients with
Stage 4 neuroblastoma included in the German national neuroblastoma clinical trials NB90, NB97 and
NB2004 from 1990 to 2015. The Applicant identified 79 patients in the source population who received
at least one type of post-CNS relapse treatment (radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or surgery).
The application also included interim data from an ongoing international multi-center single-arm trial,
Study 101, which investigates the safety and efficacy of 131I-omburtamab in pediatric patients with
neuroblastoma with relapse in the CNS including parenchymal or LM metastases. Patients with rapidly
worsening neurological status and obstructive or symptomatic communicating hydrocephalus are
ineligible. The primary endpoint of the trial is 3-year OS rate, with a key secondary endpoint of overall
response rate (ORR) based on Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria for brain
metastases or European Association of Neuro-Oncology-European Society for Medical Oncology (EANOESMO) criteria for leptomeningeal metastases according to blinded independent central review (BICR).
Study 101 is fully enrolled, but survival data remain immature.
The safety population consists of pediatric patients with neuroblastoma with CNS/LM metastases who
received the proposed recommended dose in Study 03-133 (n=94) and Study 101 (n=32). The key safety
concerns regarding treatment with 131I-omburtamab include risk associated with intraventricular
delivery (e.g., risks due to placement of an Ommaya-like reservoir, infusion-related reactions,
neurotoxicity and chemical meningitis) and risk of off-target effects due to exposure to radioactive
iodine outside of the subarachnoid space (e.g., myelosuppression and secondary malignancy). The most
common serious adverse reactions (>10% of patients) were related to myelosuppression. Permanent
discontinuation of 131I-omburtamab due to an adverse reaction occurred in 19% of patients in Study 03133 and 28% of patients in Study 101 and were primarily related to myelosuppression with the
exception of chemical meningitis in 3% of patients (3 cases in Study 03-133 and 1 case in Study 101).
One case of fatal intracranial hemorrhage occurred in a patient with Grade 4 thrombocytopenia in
Study 101.
To receive FDA approval, a drug or biologic product must demonstrate substantial evidence of
effectiveness through adequate and well-controlled studies (21 CFR 314.126). To establish effectiveness,
it is essential to distinguish the effect of the drug “from influences, such as spontaneous change in the
course of the disease, placebo effect, or biased observation” (21 CFR 314.126[a ]).
Efficacy results submitted by the Applicant rely on an assessment of OS in a single-arm trial (Study 03133). As discussed in the FDA guidance for industry Clinical Trial Endpoints for the Approval of Cancer
Drugs and Biologics (December 2018), OS should generally be evaluated in randomized trials because
data from externally controlled trials may not be reliable or interpretable. Apparent differences in
outcome between external controls and current treatment groups can arise from factors other than the
drug under investigation, such as differences in patient or disease characteristics, supportive care,
concomitant treatments, or other factors. Randomized studies minimize the effect of both known and
unknown differences between populations by providing a direct outcome comparison. Despite the
significant limitations associated with interpretation of OS in non-randomized settings, there may be
contexts where a randomized trial is difficult to conduct. For serious rare diseases with unmet medical
7

need, there is interest regarding use of an external control in which all enrolled patients receive the
investigational drug without randomization to a concurrent comparator group.
Because random assignment is not a feature of external control designs, there may be known or
unknown differences in important prognostic covariates such as concomitant treatments that lead to
differences in outcome that are unrelated to the investigational treatment. In addition to the lack of
ability to eliminate systematic differences between nonconcurrent groups, the lack of blinding can
introduce bias into treatment decisions and assessment of outcomes in the investigational arm [FDA
guidance for industry, Rare Diseases: Common Issues in Drug Development (2019)].
The inability to eliminate systematic differences between nonconcurrent treatment groups is a major
limitation of externally controlled designs. This limitation generally restricts use of external control
designs to assessment of serious disease when a randomized trial is not feasible or ethical, and when
certain conditions are present. In circumstances where randomization is not felt to be feasible, efficacy
in oncology single-arm trials has relied on objective tumor response which removes the uncertainty
around attribution of the effect to the drug under study rather than other confounding influences.
As described in FDA draft guidances for industry [Demonstrating Substantial Evidence of Effectiveness
for Human Drug and Biological Products, (2019) and Rare Diseases: Common Issues in Drug Development
(2019)], the following characteristics can strengthen the level of support for effectiveness provided by
an externally controlled trial:
•

the natural history of a disease is well defined (i.e., has a highly predictable disease course that
can be objectively measured and verified),

•

the external control population is very similar to that of the treatment group,

•

concomitant treatments that affect the primary endpoint are not substantially different
between the external control population and the trial population, and

•

the results provide compelling evidence of a change in the established progression of disease
(such as partial or complete response in a disease where spontaneous regression is not
observed).

As described in detail in subsequent sections of this document, these characteristics only partially apply
at best to the externally controlled comparison of overall survival in this application for the following
reasons:
•

Although patients with CNS/LM relapsed neuroblastoma have a high unmet medical need and a
generally poor prognosis, there is evidence to suggest heterogeneity in patient outcome and
available information indicates that survival has improved over time (see Section 2.1 and Table
14).

•

Although the patient populations are comparable with respect to certain prognostic baseline
demographic and disease-related characteristics (see Table 8), there are potentially important
population differences because patients enrolled in Study 03-133 had to have sufficiently
8

recovered from prior CNS-directed treatment to travel to the MSKCC site and receive 131Iomburtamab. Additionally, there are potential differences in clinical care between the United
States and Germany.
•

There are substantive differences in concomitant anticancer treatments that appear to impact
survival (see Table 11 and Table 12).

•

Although the Applicant states that when administered into the intraventricular space, 131Iomburtamab targets B7-H3-expressing tumor cells in the entire CSF compartment, including
micro-metastatic CNS disease, the application does not contain reliable response data to
support the antitumor effect of 131I-omburtamab when administered to patients following
receipt of prior CNS-directed treatment, or that micrometastatic disease is consistently present
in the CSF in patients enrolled in these trials (see discussion of Issue #3 in Section 3.1.3).

FDA has identified three key review issues regarding data submitted to provide substantial evidence of
effectiveness for this application.
•

The external control population is not fit-for-purpose as a comparator due to substantive
differences between the study and control populations that limit the ability to attribute
survival differences to the effect of 131I-omburtamab.

o

o

o

•

In particular, patients in Study 03-133 received multimodality treatment for CNS/LM relapse
prior to 131I-omburtamab that was generally more intensive than treatment documented in
the external control population. There is a clear trend toward improved survival with higher
treatment intensity in the external control population. For the 79 patients who received at
least one treatment modality for CNS/LM relapse in the CGCCR external control, the 3-year
OS rate from the time of CNS relapse was 15% (95% CI: 0.08, 0.24). In the subset of patients
who received radiation, surgery, and chemotherapy (n=21), the 3-year OS rate was 38%
(95% CI: 0.18, 0.58).
The external control data are not contemporaneous with the dates of enrollment in
Study 03-133 and available data indicate that OS in patients with CNS/LM neuroblastoma
has improved over time.
There are other potential sources of bias due to population selection and differences in
treatment patterns between countries and over time.

Recognizing the level of evidence provided and need for regulatory flexibility, FDA performed
additional analyses to examine bias and results reinforce that differences in survival cannot be
reliably attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
o

After adjusting for the number of post-CNS/LM relapse CNS-directed therapy modalities,
choice of index date, and the era of therapy, the apparent differences in survival between
the Study 03-133 and external control populations shrink substantially in contrast to
comparisons that do not adjust for these factors (median OS 31.3 months [95% CI: 20.2,
57.6] in Study 03-133 vs 24.4 months [95% CI: 6.0, NE] in the external control; hazard ratio
(HR): 1.02 [95% CI: 0.48, 2.16]) (see Table 16 and Figure 5).
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o

•

Statistical methodology is limited by small sample sizes and can only partially adjust for
some known sources of bias and cannot adjust for unknown sources of bias.

The application does not include reliable response rate data to provide supportive evidence of
the treatment effect of 131I-omburtamab. No patient in Study 101 demonstrated a response
that can be unequivocally attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
o
o

ORR data was not collected in Study 03-133.
There are limited ORR data from Study 101 with substantial uncertainty regarding
attribution of the response to 131I-omburtamab, the accuracy of the response
determinations themselves, or both.
 Among the 20 patients with imaging evidence of CNS/LM disease, the Applicant reports
7 responders according BICR; however, responses were not confirmed by subsequent
imaging following documentation of initial response in 3 of these patients.
 Missing data make assessment of LM disease uninterpretable. EANO-ESMO guidelines
incorporate clinical status, cytology and imaging (as defined as improved, stable, or
worse) to define a response. Among the 2 patients classified as responders with LM
disease, all had negative cytology at baseline and there is insufficient information in
most cases to confirm baseline disease status and assess response.
 Adjudication was required by a third reviewer in all cases due to disagreement between
the two blinded independent reviewers (see Appendix), underscoring the challenge in
assessing imaging for patients with CNS/LM relapsed neuroblastoma in Study 101.
 Assessment of the contribution of effect of 131I-omburtamab was limited by clinical
factors such as receipt of chemotherapy between the initial and confirmatory scans
documenting response and receipt of radiation and/or chemotherapy within 3-4 weeks
of the baseline imaging prior to 131I-omburtamab.

When considered together, the complex review issues described above result in a large degree of
uncertainty regarding whether the observed differences in overall survival between the single-arm
Study 03-133 and external control populations are due to 131I-omburtamab or whether they are due to
differences in other anticancer treatments, supportive care regimens, unknown differences between the
two populations, or a combination of these factors.
In summary, the identified substantive review issues call into serious question whether the CGCCRderived patient population is an appropriate comparator. In addition, there is no reliable information on
tumor response rate, leading to significant questions as to whether the submitted study can be
considered an adequate and well-controlled trial necessary to establish effectiveness. Without
substantial evidence of effectiveness, FDA cannot determine whether the risk:benefit relationship for
use of 131I-omburtamab in patients with CNS/LM relapsed neuroblastoma is favorable.

1.1 PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE OF THE AC MEETING
The FDA Division of Oncology 2 is convening this ODAC meeting to discuss the following key issues,
which the FDA considers relevant to a determination regarding whether substantial evidence of
10

effectiveness has been established for 131I-omburtamab in pediatric patients with neuroblastoma with
CNS/LM metastases.
1. The external control population is not fit-for-purpose as a comparator due to substantive
differences between the study and control populations that limit the ability to attribute survival
differences to the effect of 131I-omburtamab.
2. Recognizing the level of evidence provided and need for regulatory flexibility, FDA performed
additional analyses to examine bias and results reinforce that differences in survival cannot be
reliably attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
3. The application does not include reliable response rate data to provide supportive evidence of the
treatment effect of 131I-omburtamab.
Given the magnitude of these uncertainties and limitations, FDA requests discussion regarding the
assessment of efficacy in this application.

1.2 CONTEXT FOR ISSUES TO BE DISCUSSED AT THE AC
Disease Background
Neuroblastoma is a childhood cancer that originates in the sympathetic nervous system, typically
occurring in or near the adrenal glands. It accounts for 7-10% of childhood cancers, with more than 650
cases diagnosed per year in the US (PDQ Neuroblastoma Treatment). Approximately half of these
patients have high-risk neuroblastoma (DuBois 2022); approximately 6% of patients with high-risk
neuroblastoma who experience metastatic relapse have metastases to the CNS or LM (Berlanga, 2021).
Median survival with CNS/LM relapse has historically been reported to be less than one year (PDQ
Neuroblastoma Treatment; Berlanga, 2021; Kramer 2001, Matthay, 2003); however, there is some
literature to suggest that survival has improved over time and long-term remission has been reported in
patients who received craniospinal irradiation and chemotherapy (Kellie 1991; Berlanga 2021).
Moreover, the external control data provided by the Applicant also indicate that survival has improved
over the past 2 decades (see Section 3.1.3, Issue #2, below).
There are currently no FDA-approved therapies for neuroblastoma with CNS/LM relapse and standard of
care is not well defined. A typical treatment approach in the US includes radiation therapy, specifically
craniospinal irradiation, which has only been described in retrospective, single-arm studies (Kellie 1991,
Luo 2020). Higher than previously reported survival in these single-arm cohorts has been thought to be
due in part to selection bias, as patients receiving multimodal treatment are likely to have better
prognosis (Berlanga 2021). Chemotherapy with CNS-penetrant agents such as irinotecan and
temozolomide has also been suggested for use in this population, however well-controlled trials
studying their utility have not been performed (Kushner 2006).
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Drug Product Information
I-omburtamab is a radiolabeled murine monoclonal antibody that targets B7-H3, which is known to be
overexpressed on the surface of human neuroblastoma tumor cells. 131I-omburtamab is delivered via
intracerebroventricular infusion using an Ommaya reservoir or programmable cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
shunt (e.g., ventriculoperitoneal shunt). Although intracerebroventricular infusion is a validated method
of drug delivery for cancers that metastasize to the leptomeninges, the intraparenchymal exposure of
drugs delivered via CSF is considered minimal (Ratcheson R 1968, Blasberg RG 1975). To date, the
Applicant has not provided preclinical or radioisotope imaging evidence of CNS parenchymal
penetration for 131I-omburtamab via intracerebroventricular delivery.
131

Regulatory Considerations
FDA approval requires substantial evidence of effectiveness to be established by two or more adequate
and well-controlled trials or by a single adequate and well-controlled trial with supportive evidence (FDA
draft guidance for industry, Demonstrating Substantial Evidence of Effectiveness for Human Drug and
Biological Products, 2019). The quality of clinical evidence to establish effectiveness and the resulting
level of certainty about the demonstration of substantial evidence is impacted by the selection of trial
design and endpoints, as well as statistical considerations. The “substantial evidence” of effectiveness
standard in the statute refers to both the quality and quantity of evidence. In 1962, Congress defined
substantial evidence as “evidence consisting of adequate and well-controlled investigations…on the
basis of which it could fairly and responsibly be concluded by such experts that the drug will have the
effect it purports or is represented to have…” (FD&C Act section 505(d) [21 U.S.C. § 355(d)]). Although
this definition applied to drugs, FDA has also generally considered “substantial evidence” of
effectiveness to be necessary to support licensure of a biological product under section 351 of the PHS
Act.
In oncology, overall survival is typically considered the gold standard efficacy endpoint to support
traditional approval since prolongation of survival is a direct clinical benefit and also reflects drug safety.
For regulatory purposes, randomized trials are needed with rare exception to assess the effect of a drug
on overall survival because randomization controls for both known and unknown prognostic factors. In
specific circumstances, such as when randomized trials are infeasible or impractical, an adequate and
well-controlled trial may rely on an external control; however regulations stipulate that the comparison
of the results of treatment occur in “comparable patients or populations” (21 CFR 314.126).
As discussed in the 2019 FDA draft guidance for industry, Demonstrating Substantial Evidence of
Effectiveness for Human Drug and Biological Products, externally controlled trials differ in several
important ways from randomized trials. Most notably, randomization is not a feature of external control
designs. As a result, there may be differences in baseline patient characteristics or concomitant
treatments in the trial population compared to the external control population that lead to differences
in outcomes that are unrelated to the investigational treatment.
The draft guidance indicates that the level of support for effectiveness provided by an externally
controlled trial is strengthened if the following conditions are present:
•

the natural history of a disease is well defined,
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•

the external control population is very similar to that of the treatment group,

•

concomitant treatments that affect the primary endpoint are not substantially different
between the external control population and the trial population, and

•

the results provide compelling evidence of a change in the established progression of disease
(such as partial or complete response in a disease where spontaneous regression is not
observed).

As discussed in the Executive Summary above, the externally controlled comparison only partially meets
aspects of the first two conditions and the latter two are not present.
When considering this Application, the FDA recognizes that it is appropriate to exert broad regulatory
flexibility in applying the statutory standards of safety and effectiveness in the evaluation of new
therapies intended to treat persons with life-threatening illnesses, particularly when there is no
satisfactory alternative therapy, as outlined in 21 CFR 312, subpart E (21 CFR 312.8). The FDA also
accepts that a higher degree of uncertainty may be acceptable given the poor prognosis of pediatric
patients with neuroblastoma with CNS/LM metastases. Nevertheless, the types of regulatory flexibility
that are appropriate may depend on scientific factors in addition to the degree of unmet medical need.
In order to render an approval decision, FDA must reach the conclusion that the application contains
substantial evidence of effectiveness, taking into account the level of uncertainty and degree of
regulatory flexibility that are appropriate in the context of the strength of the scientific evidence in
addition to risks of the drug and degree of unmet medical need. The requirement for substantial
evidence of effectiveness generated by an adequate and well controlled trial with supportive evidence
or two or more adequate and well-controlled trials applies irrespective of the degree of unmet medical
need.

1.3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION AT THE AC
FDA approval requires substantial evidence of effectiveness to be established (FD&C Act section 505(d) [21
U.S.C. § 355(d)]); such evidence must be generated by one or more adequate and well-controlled
investigations. To establish a drug’s effectiveness, it is essential to distinguish the effect of the drug
“from other influences, such as spontaneous change in the course of the disease, placebo effect, or
biased observation (emphasis added)” (21 CFR 314.126).
The Division of Oncology 2 sought an ODAC meeting to facilitate discussion regarding the BLA for 131Iomburtamab, which was submitted based on results of a single-arm, single-center trial with an overall
survival endpoint, employing an external control arm proposed to interpret the overall survival results.
1. The external control population is not fit-for-purpose as a comparator due to substantive
differences between the study and control populations that limit the ability to attribute
survival differences to the effect of omburtamab.
•

Differences in treatment intensity: The approach to treatment of CNS relapse treatment
differed between the Study 03-133 and external control populations, with patients in
Study 03-133 generally receiving more intensive treatment (Table 1).
13

In summary, FDA cannot reliably attribute the observed OS difference to 131I-omburtumab. There
are multiple clinically important known differences between the Study 03-133 and external
control populations including differences in treatment intensity, with these differences
insufficiently characterized due to lack of capture of information about post-131I-omburtamab
therapies in Study 03-133, and patient selection differences that may result in enrollment of
patients with better clinical status at baseline in Study 03-133. Additionally it is likely that there
are other unknown clinically relevant differences. Taken together, there is a large degree of
uncertainty regarding whether differences in survival between these populations are due to 131Iomburtamab or whether they are due to differences in other anticancer treatment, supportive
care regimens, unknown differences between the two populations, or a combination of these
factors.
2. Recognizing the level of evidence provided and need for regulatory flexibility, FDA performed
additional analyses to examine bias and results reinforce that differences in survival cannot be
reliably attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
Sources of bias and the statistical approach to adjust for some of these biases are described
below.
•

Population Selection: As described in Review Issue #1 above, patients enrolled in Study 03133 (n=94) generally received more intensive treatment compared to patients in the CGCCR
dataset (n=79; see Table 1), both in terms of number and types of post-CNS relapse
treatments.
The Applicant proposed to provide efficacy analyses using the following modality groupings
to identify an external control subpopulation that was more comparable to the Study 03133 patient population:
o

Modality Group 1: patients who received at least one post-relapse therapy (surgery,
radiation, or chemotherapy)



o

Includes all patients in Study 03-133 (n=94) and represents the subset of the CGCCR
population used for the external control (n=79).
From time of CNS relapse, the median OS of this subgroup in the external control
was 9.9 months (95% CI: 6.9, 14.0).

Modality Group 2: patients who received post-relapse radiation therapy and at least one
other treatment modality (surgery or chemotherapy)



Includes 91% (n=86) of patients in Study 03-133 and 44% (n=35) of patients in the
external control population.
From time of CNS relapse, the median OS of this subgroup in the external control
was 16.0 months (95% CI: 10.0, 29.8).

15

o

Modality Group 3: patients who received post-relapse radiation therapy, surgery, and
chemotherapy



Includes 76% (n=71) of patients in Study 03-133 and 27% (n=21) of patients in the
external control population.
From time of CNS relapse, the median OS of this subgroup in the external control
was 29.8 months (95% CI: 11.7, NE).

These analyses shows a clear trend for improved survival in patients in the external control
population who received CNS-directed therapy that was more comparable to treatment
received by Study 03-133 patients; this highlights the magnitude of uncertainty associated
with attribution of survival differences to 131I-omburtamab based on OS comparisons
between the Study 03-133 and external control populations.
•

•

Immortal time (credited survival): The Applicant proposed to use the start date for the last
modality type of post-CNS relapse treatment (Index Date A) as the index date for survival
analyses. In Study 03-133, this represents the start of the last type of post-CNS relapse
treatment received prior to 131I-omburtamab. In order to be included in the study
population for Study 03-133, patients must have survived from the period of time between
the start of the last type of post-CNS relapse treatment (Index Date A) to the time of initial
receipt of 131I-omburtamab (Index Date D); this time period is considered “immortal time”
during which patients in Study 03-133 could not have died. This biases any analysis of
survival time in favor of the trial population because patients were not required to have
survived following post-CNS relapse treatment to be included in the external control
population.
o

In Study 03-133, the median time between Index Date A and Index Date D (Immortal
Time) was 3.1 months (range 0.6 to 30 months). See Figure 3.

o

Among the 79 patients who received any post-CNS relapse chemotherapy, radiation
therapy, or surgery in the external control, 24 patients (30%) died within 3.1 months of
Index Date A. This subset of patients would not have lived long enough to receive
treatment with 131I-omburtamab if they had otherwise been eligible to enroll in Study
03-133, reflecting immortal time bias.

Study time period differences: In order to maximize the sample size for the propensity
score analysis of overall survival, FDA encouraged the Applicant to capture external control
data from patients enrolled in the CGCCR from 1990 to 2015 (patients diagnosed with
CNS/LM relapse between 1991 and 2020), whereas Study 03-133 included patients
diagnosed with CNS/LM relapse between 2005 and 2018. Differences in treatment era and
changing cancer-directed or supportive care over time may result in improved survival over
time which disproportionately impacts OS comparisons with the external control arm.
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Analysis of the data submitted to the Application show that the subpopulation of patients in
the external control who received at least one type of therapy for CNS relapse during the
period of time contemporaneous with Study 03-133 (September 21, 2005 and later) had
longer overall survival.
o

1990-2005



o

2005-2020 (contemporaneous timeframe)




•

Included all patients in Study 03-133 (2005-2018)
Included 35 patients (44%) in the external control who received at least one postCNS relapse treatment, 2005-2020)
From time of CNS relapse, median OS in the external control: 15.7 months (95% CI:
5.3, 29.8)

FDA’s approach to addressing these sources of bias: FDA analyses included propensity
score-based weighting in the primary analysis and adjusting for major sources of bias
through conduct of sensitivity analyses. In FDA’s most conservative sensitivity analysis, the
populations of Study 03-133 and the external control were restricted to patients in Modality
Group 2 with first CNS relapse occurring on September 21, 2005 or later, representing a
more contemporaneous population. FDA then used Index Date D in the Trial population and
Index Date A in the external control population (Index Dates A/D) to illustrate and adjust for
the effect of observed immortal time bias.
o

o
o

•

Included no patients in Study 03-133 and 44 patients (56%) in the external control
who received at least one post-CNS relapse treatment
From time of CNS relapse, median OS in the external control: 9.6 months (95% CI:
5.6, 11.7)

This results in a comparison of 77 patients in Study 03-133 to 17 patients in the external
control (weighted to 19.3 patients).
Median survival in the study and external control is 31.3 vs. 24.4 months, respectively
(hazard ratio 1.02, 95% CI: 0.48, 2.16).
The small sample size in the control arm (n=17) limits statistical inference and
interpretation.

Statistical analyses cannot adjust for all sources of bias: There are other important
potential sources of bias that cannot be quantified, such as differences in supportive care
between Germany and the US, differences in types of radiation received, post-131Iomburtamab treatment received by patients in Study 03-133, and other biases inherent in a
single-center study.
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3. The application does not include reliable response rate data to provide supportive evidence of
the treatment effect of 131I-omburtamab. No patient in Study 101 demonstrated a response
that can be unequivocally attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
•

There are limited ORR data from Study 101 with substantial uncertainty regarding
attribution of the response to 131I-omburtamab, the accuracy of the response
determinations themselves, or both.
o Among the 20 patients with imaging evidence of CNS/LM disease, the Applicant reports
7 responders according BICR; however, for 3 patients (one with parenchymal disease
only and two with parenchymal and LM disease), responses were not confirmed. FDA
considers durability of response a critical component of response assessment and
confirmation of response on follow-up imaging provides assurance regarding
consistency of interpretation of response (which is particularly important when
responses are difficult to assess, such as with LM metastases) and an assessment of the
clinical importance of the response since transient responses are not likely to be
meaningful.
 RANO group criteria for brain metastasis were used to assess parenchymal disease
and require confirmation of response after at least 4 weeks; 3 of the 5 reported
responders with parenchymal disease did not have confirmed responses.
 EANO-ESMO guidelines incorporate clinical status, cytology and imaging (defined as
improved, stable, or worse) to define a response. All patients with LM disease were
cytology negative, lacking confirmation of baseline disease. For patients with LM,
there is insufficient information in most cases to assess response.
o LM disease and treated parenchymal disease can be challenging to interpret as
evidenced by adjudication required for most patients. For all reported responders,
adjudication was required by a third reviewer due to disagreement between the two
blinded independent reviewers (see Appendix); in many cases where one reviewer
assessed the imaging as LM disease or a response, the other reviewer assessed the
imaging as no evidence of disease.
o Assessment of the contribution of effect of 131I-omburtamab was limited by clinical
factors such as receipt of chemotherapy between the initial and confirmatory scans
documenting response and receipt of radiation and/or chemotherapy within 3-4 weeks
of the baseline imaging prior to 131I-omburtamab (see Appendix Table).
o These observations introduce substantial uncertainty regarding attribution of the
response to 131I-omburtamab, the accuracy of the response determinations themselves,
or both.
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1.4 DRAFT POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION
•

Discuss if real-world data (RWD) from the Central German Childhood Cancer Registry are
appropriate for comparison of overall survival with Study 03-133, taking into account the known
differences in the study populations and other potential sources of bias.

•

Discuss whether additional information is needed to assess the benefit of 131I-omburtamab for
neuroblastoma with CNS/LM relapse.

2 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
2.1 BACKGROUND OF THE CONDITION/STANDARD OF CLINICAL CARE
Neuroblastoma is a childhood cancer of neural crest origin that accounts for 7-10% of childhood cancers
with more than 650 cases diagnosed per year in the US (PDQ Neuroblastoma Treatment). Approximately
half of these patients have high-risk neuroblastoma (DuBois 2022) and approximately 6% of patients
with high-risk neuroblastoma who experience metastatic relapse have metastases to the CNS or LM
(Berlanga, 2021).
Median survival with CNS/LM relapse has historically been reported to be less than one year (PDQ
Neuroblastoma Treatment; Berlanga, 2021; Kramer 2001, Matthay, 2003); however, long-term survivors
have been reported. In the largest prospective natural history study of pediatric patients with
neuroblastoma with CNS relapse (n=53), the European Society of Paediatric Oncology Neuroblastoma
Group reported a 3-year survival of 8% (Berlanga 2021); however, 18 patients (34%) received no
treatment for CNS relapse, while 19 patients (36%) received at least 2 modalities of treatment (e.g.,
surgery and chemotherapy), highlighting the diversity of treatments received by these patients. Of the
53 patients, 13 (25%) lived longer than 15 months, and 7 (13%) lived longer than two years, including 3
(5%) who were still alive at the time of publication (120+ months, 59+ months and 56+ months).
There are currently no FDA-approved therapies for neuroblastoma with CNS relapse and no Class I, Class
II, or Class III evidence exists to support a standard of care. Available therapies include radiation therapy,
which has included both focal and craniospinal irradiation (Croog 2010, Kellie 1991, Luo 2020, Rowland
2012). Single-center retrospective studies have identified long-term responders among patients who
received craniospinal irradiation in particular (Croog 2010, Kellie 1991). Notably, some of the patients
receiving craniospinal irradiation in some of these studies (Croog 2010) also received 131I-omburtamab.
Other authors have suggested that these results may be related in part due to selection bias, as patients
fit enough to receive multi-modality therapy may have a better prognosis (Berlanga 2021).
Chemotherapy with CNS-penetrant agents such as irinotecan and temozolomide has also been
suggested for high-risk neuroblastoma (Kushner 2006). Irinotecan and temozolomide have been used as
a backbone chemotherapy for recent trials of additional agents for relapsed or refractory
neuroblastoma (Mody 2017, Mody 2020). The outcomes of irinotecan and temozolomide for
neuroblastoma with CNS relapse have not been well described.
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2.2 PERTINENT DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATORY HISTORY
I-omburtamab is an iodine-131 radiolabeled murine monoclonal antibody that binds to the B7-H3
(also known as cluster of differentiation 276, CD276) antigen, which is expressed on the surface of
neuroblastoma tumor cells. 131I-omburtamab is administered as an intraventricular infusion using an
intracerebroventricular access device (e.g., an Ommaya reservoir). The proposed dosage is based on
patient age and consists of a total of two doses given four weeks apart.
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Development of 131I-omburtamab was initiated by MSKCC with Protocol 03-133, submitted on
January 16, 2004 to IND 009351. The FDA granted Rare Pediatric Disease (RPD) Designation and Orphan
Drug Designation (ODD) for the treatment of neuroblastoma on July 20, 2016 and August 29, 2016,
respectively. On May 18, 2017, FDA granted Breakthrough Therapy Designation (BTD) to 131Iomburtamab for the treatment of relapsed neuroblastoma with CNS/LM metastases based on survival
data from Study 03-133 compared to a literature-based external control. On October 1, 2017, ownership
of the IND was transferred from MSKCC to Y-mAbs.
The FDA held multiple meetings with Y-mAbs to facilitate the clinical development of 131I-omburtamab
(Table 2). On August 5, 2020, Y-mAbs completed submission of the original BLA. On October 2, 2022,
FDA issued a Refuse to File (RTF) letter for both clinical and CMC-related issues (Table 3).
As summarized in Table 3, FDA met with Y-mAbs multiple times to discuss the issues outlined in the RTF
letter and to reach agreement on how to address each issue. FDA repeatedly expressed concerns that
the CGCCR external control data may not be fit-for-purpose as a direct comparator for the overall
survival data from patients in Study 03-133 because the patient populations may not have sufficient
comparability for a valid comparison. FDA also repeatedly noted that direct evidence of the anti-tumor
effect of 131I-omburtamab through assessment of overall response rate and duration of response as
determined by a blinded independent radiology committee is needed to provide supportive evidence of
the effectiveness of 131I-omburtamab.
On March 31, 2022, Y-mAbs elected to resubmit the BLA prior to reaching agreement with the FDA on
the content of the application.
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OS=overall survival, ORR=overall response rate, PFS=progression-free survival, PK=pharmacokinetics, CNS=central
nervous system, LM=leptomeningeal, BLA=biologics license application

Study 03-133
Study 03-133 is a single-arm, single-center, dose-finding and dose-expansion trial conducted at MSKCC
that included pediatric patients with neuroblastoma with relapse in the CNS including parenchymal or
LM metastases. Patients with rapidly worsening neurological status and obstructive or symptomatic
communicating hydrocephalus were ineligible. Patients received 131I-omburtamab as an
intracerebroventricular infusion at a dose based on age. At the discretion of the investigator, patients
were eligible to receive a second dose of 131I-omburtamab 5 weeks after the first dose in the absence of
disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. Patients received a multi-modality therapy regimen
(including CNS-directed surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radiotherapy) before entering the screening
period.
The trial was initiated on February 5, 2004 with the first patient enrolled in July, 2004 and enrollment
closed in December 2018. This trial was not originally intended to provide evidence of efficacy, with an
initial planned enrollment of only 30 patients in the original protocol; however, additional patients were
enrolled as part of a dose-expansion component that was subsequently added to the protocol. In total,
94 patients with neuroblastoma with CNS/LM metastases were treated at the proposed recommended
age-based dosage of 25 mCi, 33.5 mCi, or 50 mCi. Among these patients, the median age at time of
consent was 4.8 years (range: 0.9 – 13 years), 69% were male, 78% were White, 10% were Black or
African American, 3.2% were Asian, and 10% race was either unknown or not reported. Sixty percent of
these patients had no prior relapses, 32% had 1 prior relapse, 4.3% had 2 or more prior relapses, and in
4.3% the number of prior relapses was not known. At CNS relapse, 63% of patients had parenchymal
metastases only, 9% had LM only, 7% had both parenchymal metastases and LM, and 21% were not
reported. Relapse was limited to the CNS in 70% of patients, included both the CNS and systemic relapse
in 28%, and was not reported in 2.1%. All patients received CNS-directed therapy prior to treatment
with 131I-omburtamab, including surgery (83%), chemotherapy (98%), and radiotherapy (93%). The
majority (76%) of patients received all three treatment modalities.
To support this application, the Applicant submitted an interim study report with efficacy data collected
through March 12, 2020 in 107 patients with relapsed neuroblastoma with CNS/LM metastases. The
major efficacy outcome measure for the interim report was OS landmark rate at 3 years. To provide
context for the survival data, the Applicant compared the patients in Study 03-133 to an external control
(described below). The primary analysis includes Kaplan-Meier estimates and corresponding 95% CIs.
Secondary endpoints included landmark CNS/LM PFS rates. Although ORR was included as a secondary
endpoint in the study, no results were included in the interim report due to incomplete collection of
response data.
External Control Data from the CGCCR
The Central German Childhood Cancer Registry (CGCCR) was established in 1980 and hosted by the
Institute of Medical Biostatistics, Epidemiology and Informatics at the University Medical Center of the
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz. The CGCCR registers about 1,800 cases per year from all
pediatric oncology centers affiliated with the Society for Pediatric Oncology and Hematology and the
national trial office for neuroblastoma in Cologne. It is estimated that more than 95% of all German
children and adolescents under the age of 15 years with malignant diseases are reported to the CGCCR.
The data from CGCCR used as the source population for the external control arm includes patients who
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were originally diagnosed with neuroblastoma between 1990 and 2015 (1990-2010 for patients ≥18
months to <21 years and 1990-2015 for patients <18 at initial diagnosis). The selection algorithm for the
external control population is described in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Patient Selection Process for the CGCCR External Control Population

Source: Y-mAbs External Control Arm (ECA) Report, Version 1.0; Page 19; Submitted March 31, 2022

Patients enrolled in Study 03-133 received different modalities of treatment for CNS relapse, including
radiation, chemotherapy and/or surgery prior to start of 131I-omburtamab therapy. A total of 120
patients with neuroblastoma were identified from the CGCCR with CNS relapse. Of these, 85 patients
received any post-CNS-relapse anti-cancer therapy. To improve comparability of treatment patterns
between the Study 03-133 and external control populations, the 79 patients who received at least one
post-CNS relapse treatment modality (radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or surgery) were selected.
Additional modality groups proposed by the Applicant are described in Table 6 in the section below
entitled “Analysis of Efficacy Comparing Study 03-133 to External Control”.
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To illustrate the effect of this point, in Study 03-133, the median time between Index Date A and Index
Date D (Immortal Time) was 3.1 months (range 0.6 to 30 months). In the external control, among 79
patients who received any post-CNS relapse therapy (surgery, chemotherapy, or radiation therapy), 24
patients (30%) died within 3.1 months of Index Date A (Figure 3). This subset may represent patients
who may have been excluded from the opportunity to enroll in Study 03-133 due to immortal time bias.
Use of Index Date D in the Study 03-133 population and Index Date A in the external control population
(Index Dates A/D) provides an understanding of how immortal time bias affects the primary analysis.
Additionally, this analysis provides a more conservative comparison by ensuring that the index date for
the Study 03-133 population is the last date that patients were required to be alive.
Figure 3: Immortal Time Bias Related to Index Date Selection

Study Time Period Differences: Although there is overlap, there are differences in the temporal periods
of the CGCCR external control and Study 03-133. Patients in the CGCCR were accrued over a period of 25
years, from 1990 until 2015, while Study 03-133 began enrollment in 2004, with the first patient treated
at the proposed recommended dose diagnosed with CNS relapse on September 21, 2005. Due to
evolution of standard of care and supportive care over time, FDA and the Applicant performed analyses
to determine if survival outcomes have changed over time in the CGCCR external control arm. Table 14
provides the frequency distribution of patients in Study 03-133 and the CGCCR external control, as well
as the median survival of patients diagnosed with CNS relapse before and contemporaneous to Study
03-133. The results indicate that OS appears to improve for patients with more recent dates of CNS
relapse.
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Figure 5: Kaplan-Meier plot comparing Study 03-133 and CGCCR external control Modality Group 2,
restricting era of therapy, and using Index Dates A/D

In general, given the small sample sizes of Study 03-133 and the external control cohort, survival
estimates such as Kaplan-Meier medians or 3-year OS rates may not be reliable. This may be particularly
true with analyses in smaller subgroups of patients which improve comparability of the subpopulations
but also result in smaller sample sizes for analysis. Nevertheless, adjusting for modality group, treatment
era, and index date appears to minimize the observed differences in overall survival between Study 03133 and the external control group and highlights the relevance of the identified sources of confounding
and other bias.
It is important to note that these sensitivity analyses do not adjust for other important known
differences in types of radiation received (the majority of patients in 03-133 received CSI, compared to
zero patients in the external control group), types of chemotherapies, numbers of lines of treatment
prior to receipt of 131I-omburtamab. They also do not adjust for potentially important unknown
differences, such as treatments received by patients in Study 03-133 following 131I-omburtamab and
differences in population selection related to geography (US versus Germany), amongst others.

Issue #3: Lack of response rate data to support the activity of 131I-omburtamab in CNS/LM relapsed
neuroblastoma.
Study 101 provided the opportunity to support efficacy claims of 131I-omburtamab with systematic
tumor assessments that were unavailable in Study 03-133. In Study 101, tumors were assessed by MRI
at 5-, 10-, and 26-weeks after the first dose of 131I-omburtamab and evaluated by a blinded independent
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central review (BICR). RANO group criteria for brain metastasis were used to assess parenchymal
disease; these criteria require confirmation of response by a second imaging assessment obtained at
least 4 weeks following the first image documenting a response (Lin 2015). EANO-ESMO guidelines were
used to assess response for LM metastases (Le Rhun 2017).
Multi-modality CNS-directed therapy was protocol-specified (Table 10) post-CNS relapse and prior to
receiving 131I-omburtamab. Given these multiple pre-treatments, patients had minimal CNS disease at
baseline prior to receiving 131I-omburtamab. Forty-seven of 48 patients (98%) with CSF cytology available
had negative cytology at baseline. Furthermore 30 of 50 patients (60%) had no evidence of disease in
the CNS per BICR.
Per BICR assessment, the Applicant reported 7 responses; however, 3 of these responses were not
confirmed by subsequent imaging following initial documentation of response, including 3 of the 5
reported responders with parenchymal disease. FDA considers durability of response a critical
component of response assessment and confirmation of response on follow-up imaging provides
assurance regarding consistency of interpretation of response (which is particularly important when
responses are difficult to assess, such as with LM metastases) and an assessment of the clinical
importance of the response since transient responses are not likely to be meaningful.
With respect to assessment of disease at baseline, per EANO-ESMO diagnostic criteria, a “confirmed”
diagnosis of leptomeningeal disease requires CSF analysis and positive cytology (Le Rhun 2017).
Diagnosis based on imaging alone may be considered either probable or possible based on the presence
of clinical signs. In Study 101, 98% of patients with LM disease had negative CSF cytology results prior to
receipt of 131I-omburtamab, including the two patients with reported responses in leptomeningeal
disease, which limits conclusions about efficacy. EANO-ESMO guidelines incorporate clinical status,
cytology and imaging (as defined as improved, stable, or worse) to define a response for patients with
LM metastases. For patients in Study 101 with LM, there is insufficient information in most cases to
assess response as patients lacked clinical information and baseline positive CSF cytology to meet
diagnostic criteria for “confirmed” or “probable” LM to assess for a response.
FDA review of BICR results and patient narratives revealed additional issues with each reported
confirmed response that limits their interpretability (see Appendix Table 1):
•

1 of 2 patients with parenchymal disease had no measurable target lesions, again limiting the
ability to interpret the response data; additionally, the second reviewer did not identify any
CNS/LM disease in this patient. The second patient with parenchymal disease also had LM
disease per one reviewer but no evidence of CNS or LM disease by the second reviewer.

•

Limited washout seen in two of the reported responders also affects the ability to interpret
these results. Specifically, in these patients it may not be possible to isolate the treatment effect
of 131I-omburtamab from these other treatments. Two of 4 responders received radiation
therapy within 30 days of their baseline Although this was acceptable according to eligibility
criteria, clinically, treatment-related effects from radiation can appear from a few weeks to
months after radiation (Smart D, et al, 2017). One of these 2 patients who received radiation
therapy within 30 days of their baseline scan also received chemotherapy within 21 days of their
baseline scan, which was a protocol violation per Study 101 exclusion criteria. This is
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compounded by receipt of chemotherapy or immunotherapy during the interval between first
scan demonstrating a reported response and the subsequent scan used for confirmation in 3 of
4 patients. This included two patients who received temozolomide, which is thought to have
activity in patients with neuroblastoma and CNS relapse. This subsequent therapy limits the
ability of these reported responses to be considered “confirmed” and the ability to attribute
treatment effect to 131I-omburtamab.
•

Finally, there was disagreement between the primary radiology reviewers in all cases, requiring
adjudication. In two cases there was a major disagreement. This included one case with a
reported partial response that the secondary reviewer reported as no evidence of disease at
baseline and progressive disease at 5, 10, and 26 weeks. In another case with a reported
complete response, the secondary reviewer reported no evidence of disease at baseline, 5
weeks, and 10 weeks and progressive disease at 26 weeks. Although these discrepancies were
adjudicated, they provide further concerns regarding the reliability and reproducibility of the
study results.

Overall, no patient in Study 101 demonstrated an unequivocal treatment response that could be
definitively attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
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3.2 SAFETY ISSUES
3.2.1 Sources of Data for Safety
The FDA safety evaluation focused on data from pediatric patients with a histologically confirmed
diagnosis of neuroblastoma with CNS/LM relapse enrolled in Study 03-133 (n=94, data cutoff
February 1, 2022) and Study 101 (n=32, data cutoff June 1, 2022) who received 131I-omburtamab at the
proposed recommended dose based on patient age (25 mCi, 33.5 mCi, or 50 mCi). The application 120day safety update included data from 18 additional patients in Study 101, which was generally
consistent with previously submitted information, with the exception of one new case of papillary
thyroid cancer reported as a secondary malignancy.
Notably, the safety population used in the Applicant’s safety analyses comprises 109 patients from
Study 03-133 (which includes patients who received 131I-omburtamab at doses below and above the
recommended age-based dose) and 50 patients from Study 101.
3.2.2 Safety Summary
The key safety concerns for 131I-omburtamab include risks associated with placement and use of an
Ommaya-like reservoir, risk of radioactive iodine causing off-target effects, and adverse reactions
associated with treatment with the drug including radiation exposure (including risk of secondary
malignancy), myelosuppression, chemical meningitis, infusion-related reactions and neurotoxicity.
In order to receive 131I-omburtamab, patients must be well enough to undergo a surgical procedure to
have an Ommaya catheter placed. Risks for Ommaya catheter placement include catheter migration in
the newly placed setting requiring surgical revision, reservoir infection which may lead to catheter
revision, technical failure of the device requiring surgical correction, CSF leakage, and bleeding.
Treatment with 131I-omburtamab contributes to a patient’s overall long-term radiation exposure and
cumulative radiation exposure is associated with an increased risk for cancer. Though patients treated
were heavily pretreated with other therapies that may cause secondary malignancies, malignant
diseases were reported in patients treated with 131I-omburtamab, including myelodysplastic syndrome,
acute myeloid leukemia and papillary thyroid cancer.

Study 03-133
The most common adverse reactions and laboratory abnormalities are listed in Table 17.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 50% of patients who received131I-omburtamab. Serious adverse
reactions that occurred in > 5% of patients included decreased platelet count (21%), decreased
neutrophil count (14%), decreased white blood cell count (10%) and decreased hemoglobin (5%).
Among the 94 patients treated 131I-omburtamab, 48% were treated with one dose. Permanent
discontinuation of 131I-omburtamab due to an adverse event occurred in 19% of patients. Adverse
events which resulted in permanent discontinuation of 131I-omburtamab were decreased platelet count,
decreased neutrophil count, device-related infection, seizure, headache and chemical meningitis.
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3.3 RISK MITIGATION
If efficacy is established and there is a clear potential for clinical benefit for patients with neuroblastoma
with CNS/LM metastases, the safety issues addressed above can be characterized and managed by
appropriate product labeling.
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4 SUMMARY
To receive FDA approval, a drug or biologic product must demonstrate substantial evidence of
effectiveness through adequate and well-controlled studies (21 CFR 314.126). To establish effectiveness,
it is essential to distinguish the effect of the drug “from influences, such as spontaneous change in the
course of the disease, placebo effect, or biased observation” (21 CFR 314.126[a ]).
Efficacy results submitted by the Applicant rely on an assessment of Overall Survival (OS) in a single-arm
trial (Study 03-133). As discussed in the FDA guidance for industry Clinical Trial Endpoints for the
Approval of Cancer Drugs and Biologics (December 2018), OS should generally be evaluated in
randomized trials because data from externally controlled trials may not be reliable or interpretable.
Apparent differences in outcome between external controls and current treatment groups can arise
from factors other than the drug under investigation, such as differences in patient or disease
characteristics, supportive care, concomitant treatments, or other factors. Randomized studies minimize
the effect of both known and unknown differences between populations by providing a direct outcome
comparison. If an external control is used to construct an adequate and well-controlled investigation,
the external control population must be similar to the trial population regarding known factors (e.g.
baseline characteristics, concomitant therapies) that can affect the primary endpoint and that could
result in substantial differences in outcome unrelated to the treatment of interest.
The FDA review team identified the following three key review issues with this application:
1. The external control population is not fit-for-purpose as a comparator due to substantive
differences between the study and control populations that limit the ability to attribute survival
differences to the effect of 131I-omburtamab.
2. Recognizing the level of evidence provided and need for regulatory flexibility, FDA performed
additional analyses to examine bias and results reinforce that differences in survival cannot be
reliably attributed to 131I-omburtamab.
3. The application does not include reliable response rate data to provide supportive evidence of the
treatment effect of 131I-omburtamab.
These review issues result in a large degree of uncertainty regarding whether the observed differences
in overall survival between the Study 03-133 and external control populations are due to 131Iomburtamab or whether they are due to differences in other anticancer treatment, supportive care
regimens, unknown differences between the two populations, or a combination of these factors.
Given the magnitude of these uncertainties and limitations, FDA requests discussion regarding the
assessment of efficacy in this application.
•

Discuss if real-world data (RWD) from the Central Childhood German Cancer Registry are
appropriate for comparison of overall survival with Study 03-133, taking into account the known
differences in the study populations and other potential sources of bias.

•

Discuss whether additional information is needed to assess the benefit of 131I-omburtamab for
neuroblastoma with CNS/LM relapse.
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